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Affidavit Cum Declaration 

Affidtit cum Declaration of Mr. Sunil Kumar loharuka, Mr. Sunil Kumar Giria and Mr.Sagar Kumar ; 
Giri:3ti designated partners of ASPIRA LOHARUKA DEVELOPRES LLP. promoter of the proposed ...:.~ 
proj&t. 

We, inr. Su nil Kumar loharuka, Mr. Su nil Kumar Giria and Mr.Sagar Kumar Girla, being designated 
partners of ASPIRAL OHARUKA DEVELOPERS LLP. promoter of the proposed project do hereby 
soierflniy declare, undertake and state as under: 

l.Thf Promoter has a legal title to the land on which the development of the project is proposed, 

a legglly valid authentication of title of such land along with an aui he ticated copy of the agreen:,ent 
between such owner and promoter for development of the real esta e oject is enclosed herewith. 

2 Th a the said land is free from all encumbrances. R - · A TEWARI 
. a\ /I/OTA!:?~' 

3. Thlt the time period within which the project shall be comple~e~ R .. ~Ri·m602.~~H.o3.2025 1..::r.1:M· s. t:Au .. 
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4.The seventy percent of the amounts realised by me/promoter for the real estrte:-Jo~ct_t ro'.' 't-lc\~ 
allottees , from time to time , shall be deposited in a separate account to \~e {un~ ~ ~jq j , 
scheduled bank to cover the cost of construction and the land cost and shall ril\1 for tha_,.,, n--"" 
purpose. -~0[./7 Oc \~:,. 

~f . ' - -~ 
S.That the amounts from the separate account, to cover , the cost of the project, shall be withdrawn 
in proportion to the percentage of completion of the project. 

6.That the amounts from the separate account shall be withdrawn after it is certified by an engineer, 
an architect and a chartered accountant in practice that the withdrawal is in proportion to the 
percentage of completion of the project that we, Mr. Sunil Kumar Loharuka, Mr. Sunil Kumar Giria 
and Mr.Sagar Kumar Giria, the designated partners of ASPIRA LOHARUKA DEVELOPRES LLP shall 
get the accounts audited within six months after the end of every financial year by a chartered 
accountant in practice, and shall produce a statement of accounts duly certified and signed by such 
chartered accountant and it shall be verified during the audit that the amounts collected for a 
particular project have been utilised for the project and the withdrawal has been in compliance with 
the proportion to the percentage of completion of the project. 

7. That We, Mr. Sunil Kumar Loharuka, Mr. Sunil Kumar_ Giria and Mr. Sagar Kumar Giria, the 
designated partners of ASPIRA LOHARUKA DEVELOPRES LLP shall take all the pending approvals on 
time, from the competent authorities. 

8.That We, Mr. Sunil Kumar Loharuka, Mr. Sunil Kumar Giria and Mr. Sagar Kumar Giria, the 
designated partners of ASPIRALOHARUKA DEVELOPRES UP have/ has furnished such other 
documents as have been prescribed by the rules and regulations made under the ACT. 

9. That We, Mr. Sunil Kumar Loharuka, Mr. Sunil Kumar Giria• and Mr.Sagar Kumar Giria, the 
designated partners of ASPIRA LOHARUKA DEVELOPRES LLP shall not discriminate against any 
allottee at the time of allotment of any apartment , plot or building , as the case may be, on any 
grounds. 

Jr. Sunil Kumar Loharuka 

/v/Vrj tfo(f/dl~ Mr. Sunil KumarGiria 

trR> Mr.Sagar Kumar Giria 
/

1 
Deponent 

Verification 
The contents of my above Affidavit cum Declaration are true and correct and nothing material has 
been concealed by me therefrom. 

Verified by me at Kolkata on this 3rd month of April, year of 2023. 

Mr. Sunil Kumar Loharuka 
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Mr.sala"r l:ar Giria 
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